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Our Purpose Is To Enrich Outdoor Spaces
We believe in the power of design and its ability to
influence and elevate the quality of public space. High
quality products and outstanding customer experience
makes us one of the world’s premier designers and
manufacturers of outdoor commercial furnishings.

Sentinel Bollard Specifications
Sentinel bollard: cast aluminum sleeve mounts over
supplied 6" structural steel pipe and secures with concealed hardware. Mitre or dome top available. Mitre
top available with or without LED light. Light is protected
by high temperature polyurethane lens. Bollard may be
specified to embed or surface mount for all styles. Nonlighted styles may also be specified as removable. All
metal is finished with Landscape Forms’ proprietary
Pangard™ II polyester powdercoat.
Sentinel Security Sleeve: constructed of cast aluminum
and designed specifically for mounting over 10" pipe (not
supplied). Hardware to secure sleeve to pipe is included.
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Finishes
All metal is finished with Landscape Forms’ proprietary
Pangard II polyester powdercoat, a hard yet flexible
finish that resists rusting, chipping, peeling, and fading.
Call for standard color chart.

Sentinel is not your old guard.

To Specify

It is a totally twenty-first century bollard designed to compliment

ify mounting: embedded, surface mount or removable.

contemporary landscapes and architecture. Two variations on

Select Sentinel bollard: Specify mitre or dome top. SpecFor embedded or surface mount with mitre top choose
with or without LED light (U.S. or Euro). Select powder-

sculptural form offer versatility in function. Standard-size mitre and

coat color.

dome designs, mounted on 6" diameter structural pipes, provide

Select Sentinel Security Sleeve: Specify powdercoat color.

handsome border demarcation and separation of pedestrian and
vehicular traffic. Wired lighting features state-of-the-art lighting class
LED. The Sentinel Security Sleeve is intended for serious security
applications. This large dome-style bollard is greater in mass and height
than the standard version and is designed specifically for mounting
over a 10" pipe built to US Department of State specifications.
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Download product photos, brochures, color charts,
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CAD details, CSI specifications, assembly instructions.
Sentinel is designed by Rick Reeder, AIA, LEED A.P.
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Metal is the world’s most recycled material and is fully recyclable. Consult our website
for recycled content for this product. Powdercoat finish on metal parts contains no
heavy metals, is HAPS-free and has extremely low VOCs.
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